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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this experiment was to implement an 

alternative mapping realization of the hierarchical 

abstract simulator on the Intel Multibus 1 microprocessor 

system. Utilizing three 286/10 single board computers, 

integration of the M286 monitor with the hierarchical 

abstract simulator algorithm and execution of the 

distributed simulator system (DSS) was studied. Seven 

experiments were done on the DSS showing that the DSS 

correctly executes the algorithm of the hierarchical 

abstract simulator. An additional benefit is that 

parallelism is achieved even without external input: one 

simulator executes the internal transition function, with 

other executing the external transition function. This 

system has demonstrated that the hierarchical abstract 

simulator concept can be implemented on present-day, 

available hardware. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In recent years, the study of distributed simulation 

has been motivated by the increasing demands for real time 

applications and the availablility of supercomputers. 

Several research studies and implementations for 

distributed simulation on multiprocessor systems have been 

reviewed in [1, 2, 3]. Although these works reviewed by [1, 

2, 3] solve the synchronization, intercommunication, and 

overhead problems, "they can not make distinction between 

the simulator and the model being simulated" [1]. 

Concepcion proposed a distributed simulation 

methodology [15] based on the discrete event system 

specification (DEVS) [3], in which multicomponent discrete 

event models may be simulated by employing multiprocessor 

architectures [15]. The major effort of this research is 

the mapping of the DEVS hierarchical multicomponent models 

onto distributed simulators so that correct and efficient 

simulation can be obtained [15]. Inclusive in [15], the 

Hierarchical Multi-Bus Multiprocessor Architecture (HM2A) 

1 
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was proposed in order to directly allocate processing 

elements to components of the distributed simulator. This 

also reflected the abstract simulator specification [15]. 

Later in [15], Concepcion presented an alternative mapping 

realization of the hierarchical abstract simulator on the 

Heterogeneous Element Processor (HEP) [15]. "Several runs 

were made on the implementation and it was found out that 

there are three constraints that affect the performance 

(execution time) of the HEP implementation : number of 

processors available, degree of synchronization and 

intercommunication, and workload." [15]. Aside from the HEP 

implementation, Wang's IPSC [16] implementation and Baik's 

performance evaluation of the hierarchical distributed 

simulator [14] show the execution time of a DEVS 

multicomponent model can be reduced. This is carried out by 

having each processor concurrently executing its model 

component. These implementations not only enhance 

comprehension of the simulator-model relationship but also 

show that the DEVS formalism and hierarchical abstract 

simulator are feasible for real time simulation. 

Those realizations described above are all implemented 

on supercomputer systems. As far as the availability is 

concerned, it is attractive to realize the hierarchical 

abstract simulator on microcomputer systems. 



1.2 Objective of the thesis 

The objective of the thesis is to implement a 

Distributed Simulator System (DSS). This system is an 

alternative mapping realization of the hierarchical abstract 

simulator on the Intel microprocessor system. Because of 

constraints imposed by available hardware facilities, the 

implementation is based on an Intel Multibus system which 

consists of three Intel 286/10 single board computers (SBCs) 

and one shared memory board communicating through the 

Multibus system bus. The distributed simulation algorithm is 

designed into modules for easy maintenance and future 

expansion. The algorithm written in the C programming 

language is developed on an Intel development system 

310/286, running the iRMX86 operating system. The 

algorithms are then partitioned to run as concurrent tasks, 

with each task being executed on a separate SBC [11]. The 

DSS codes are compiled and the object codes are downloaded 

to target SBCs, which are configured with the M286 monitor 

located in ROM. 

The algorithm for the DSS resides on top of a system 

monitor, called "M286", which incorporates certain 

features of the system monitor in [11] and the original 

monitor [12] with SBC 286/10. The purpose of the redesigned 

monitor is to support a multiprocessor development 

environment with the Intel development system 310/286. The 

monitor supports the C programming environment, and contains 



the C standard I/O library [11]. The monitor also provides 

a multiprocessor kernel and a set of commands to execute and 

test the distributed simulator algorithm [11, 12]. 

1.3 Organization of the thesis 

This thesis discusses the algorithm, structure, 

development and execution of the DSS. The hardware 

environment and the structure and execution of the M286 

monitor on which the DSS algorithm resides are described in 

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the DSS algorithm and its 

implementation. Chapter 4 concentrates on the development 

environment, and the development of the M286 and DSS. 

Execution and test results of the DSS are described in 

Chapter 5. Chapter 6 summarizes current work and gives 

suggestions for future work. 



CHAPTER 2 

MULTIPROCESSOR HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT AND THE M286 MONITOR 

The Distributed Simulator System (DSS) alogorithm is 

developed on the Intel 310/286 microprocessor development 

system [4]. This is an "open system", based on the IEEE 

standard 796 Multibus system bus [6]. The Intel 310/286 

system consists of the Intel 286/10 single board computer 

(SBC) on which there are a 896 kilobyte memory board, a disk 

controller board, a 35 mega-byte Winchester disk, and a 1 

mega-byte floppy diskette [4, 6]. An ICS 80 chassis is 

used, because of the limited number of slots in the 310/286 

system. The chassis is also used to contain the target 

system and to couple it with the 310/286 by a Kaypro PC-

compatible. There are three target SBCs with each having a 

memory board. In addition, the SBCs have a shared memory 

board where they can exchange messages. A block diagram of 

the development environment is shown in Figure 2.1. The DSS 

algorithms (consisting of the root-coordinator, a 

coordinator, and two simulators) which were developed on the 

310/286 are downloaded to each target board through the PC 

by the XTALK [5] utility and serial link (RS 232). The 

5 
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Figure 2-1 Block Diagram of the DSS Development Environment 



Figure 2-2 Logical Mapping of the DSS algorithm 



logical mapping diagram of the DSS algorithm is shown in 

Figure 2.2. 

The following section describes the multiprocessor 

hardware configuration of the DSS, which will execute the 

M286 monitor. The architecture of the 286/10 SBC is 

discussed, along with the Multibus interface and peripheral 

chips: extracted from [4, 6, 7, 9, 11]. The last part of 

this section will describe the structure and execution of 

the M286 monitor [11, 12]. 

2.1 Target SBC Architecture 

The Intel 286/10 single board computer [6] is selected 

as the target processor. This is a multibus based board. It 

uses an Intel 80286 CPU, which can operate in real or 

protected mode [6]. In the real mode, it can access up to 

one megabyte of memory; in the protected mode, it can access 

up to 16 megabytes of real memory and one gigabyte of 

virtual memory [9]. The board also features a local bus 

extension for dedicated program memory (LBX bus), 

configurable on-board memory, dual-port memory, parallel and 

serial I/O [9]. Along with these features, the board has 

the capability for an optional numeric processor extension 

[9]. A block diagram of the 286/10 SBC is shown in Figure 

2.3. 
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2.1.1 Multibus Interface 

The Multibus system bus is made up of five groups of 

busses and control signals [7]. These consist of 24 address 

lines (16 Megabytes of address space), and support 8 and 16 

bit data transfers [9]. The system bus also supports 64 

kilobytes of I/O addressing through an 8 or 16 bit I/O bus 

[9]. The Multibus also contains command, acknowledge, and 

interrupt signals. 

The Multibus was adopted by the IEEE Standards 

committee as IEEE-796 (1980) [6]. IEEE notations will be 

used to refer to Multibus signal names. A slash {"/") 

appended to a signal name designates the signal as asserted 

low [6]. Signal lines are numbered in decimal. 

2.1.1.1 Multibus Overview 

The Multibus contains a 24 line address bus, designated 

ADRO/- ADR23/, and a 16 line data bus, DAT0/-DAT15/. The 

Multibus is capable of making both byte (8 bit) and word (16 

bit) data transfers [9]. Word transfers must occur at even 

addresses, while byte transfers may occur at even or odd 

addresses [9]. The byte high enable line, BHEN/, controls 

the high/low byte data access [11]. 

The Multibus supports three types of bus devices, which 

are bus masters, bus slaves, and hybrid models [9]. A bus 

master is any module that can control the bus and initiate 

bus transfers. Through exchange logic a bus master can make 
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a bus transfer by first requesting control of the bus. 

After the bus is granted, it can perform data transfers by 

driving the command and data lines. The Multibus can 

support up to 16 bus masters [4, 11]. A bus slave is any 

module that responds to bus commands generated by the bus 

master. The command protocol is asynchronous and 

interlocked; all bus cycles require a positive 

acknowledgement from a bus slave before a bus master can 

continue [9, 11]. A hybrid module has all the attributes of 

a bus master and some of the attributes of a bus slave [11]. 

Therefore, a hybrid model looks like a bus slave to other 

masters on the bus, but may also initiate bus transfers 

itself. 

The control line LOCK/ signal is used by a bus master 

to provide for mutual exclusion of the bus [9]. This signal 

will guarantee that no other bus device can access a 

resource until the bus master has finished using it [11]. 

"In systems with multiple processors, this establishes a 

method for microprocessors to communicate with each other 

(usually, through shared memory)" [11]. The 286/10 board 

complies with the following Multibus specifications. It 

supports master operations on the Multibus interface [11]. 

It supports an 8 and 16 bit data path, along with a 24 bit 

address [9]. The 286/10 board also has an 8 or 16 bit I/O 

address (or can access I/O locally on the board). "It also 



supports two-cycle bus vector interrupt requests, with 

either level or edge-level triggering" [9]. 

2.1.1.2 Multibus Arbitration Schemes [11] 

Multiple microprocessors must be able to access global 

resources. Only one processor may control the bus at any 

given time. The Multibus system bus supports multiple bus 

masters with a hardware arbitration scheme. The Multibus 

supports two types of bus arbitration methods — serial and 

parallel. There are five signals used to carry out the bus 

arbitration schemes. These are Bus Busy (BUSY/), Bus 

Priority In (BPRN/), Bus Priority Out (BPRO/), Bus Request ( 

BREQ), and Common Bus Request (CBRQ/) [6, 11, 20]. 

The serial and parallel bus arbitration schemes are 

implemented through the BPRN/ and BPRO/ signals [11]. Bus 

priority in (BPRN/) indicates to a particular bus master 

that it has the highest priority request for the bus. The 

bus master may access the bus only if it has BPRN/ asserted 

[11]. Bus priority out (BPRO/) is used for serial or daisy 

chain arbitration [9]. In the serial arbitration scheme, 

the BPRO/ of the highest priority master is passed to the 

BPRN/ of the next priority master, and down the line. 

Serial arbitration is fast, due to the simplicity of the 

arbitration logic. "However, since arbitration must be 

carried out in one Multibus clock cycle, the propagation 

delay through the logic circuit limits the number of masters 



to 3" [11]. Also, if one board in the arbitration chain 

fails, successive processors will be removed from the 

arbitration path. 

The parallel arbitration scheme is carried out by 

sending all BREO/ signals to an arbitration logic unit, 

which can detect bus requests simultaneously, and arbitrate 

and grant the processors access to the bus through the BPRN/ 

signal [20] . 

"Parallel arbitration solves some of the problems with 

serial arbitration, although logic to carry this out is more 

complex and costly" [11]. The BPRN/, BPRO/, and BREQ/ 

signals on the Multibus backplane are not bussed, but are 

wired according to the arbitration scheme selected [11, 20]. 

The Bus Busy (BUSY/) signal indicates whether the bus 

is being used by another master. The common bus request 

(CBRQ/) indicates to the bus master which is in control of 

the bus that no other masters are requesting the bus [9]. 

"This allows a master to hold the bus and eliminate the bus 

exchange overhead" [11]. 

2.1.2 LBX Bus 

Program memory is provided to the 286/10 SBC through a 

dedicated bus called the local bus extension (LBX). This 

LBX is interfaced through the P2 connector on the Multibus. 

Through this bus the 80286 CPU can access up to 16 megabytes 

of memory [4]. The advantage of providing the SBC with its 



own dedicated memory is that it allows bus traffic to be 

removed from the Multibus system. "This allows more 

processing bandwidth on the system bus, which is required 

for a multiple-processor, real-time system" [4]. 

2.1.3 On-Board Local Memory 

The 286/10 board contains two independent address areas 

for adding local memory. These are socket pair U40/U75, 

which must contain an EPROM set to hold boot codes. Socket 

pair U41/U76 is configurable, and may contain EPROM or 

static RAM [6]. 

2.1.4 Dual Port Memory 

The 286/10 SBC contains dual port memory, accessible 

independently from the on-board processor and by other bus 

masters on the Multibus [4]. The on-board CPU has priority 

in simultaneous access to the dual port RAM. The dual port 

memory is user configurable, which consists of the dual port 

local starting address, block size, and the Multibus 

starting address. The dual port RAM consists of static 8-

bit wide family devices, which are configured in pairs, for 

16 bit read/write transfers [6]. The 286/10 board contains 

socket pairs U54/U87 and U53/U86 to accept the dual port 

memory, which may contain static RAM [11] . 
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2.1.5 Local Bus and Peripheral Chips [6,11] 

The 286/10 SBC architecture contains a local bus for 

accessing processor resources. Contained in the local bus 

are several peripherals [11]. These include the 8274 

multiple protocol serial controller (MPSC), which provides 

two channels of serial I/O. The 8255A programmable 

peripheral interface (PPI) provides parallel I/O, and can be 

configured for Centronics-compatible parallel interface [6]. 

The local bus also contains two cascaded programmable 

interrupt controllers 8259A (PICs), which process the local 

and Multibus bus-vectored interrupts. The 8254A 

programmable interrupt timer (PIT) provides three 

independent timer channel sources. An optional 80287 

numeric processor is available, which provides high speed 

floating point processing [11]. In addition, the 286/10 SBC 

provides two additional connectors on the local bus (SBX 

connectors), to accept additional hardware modules [6]. 

2.2 12CX RAM Board 

The 12CX random access memory board [8] is used to 

provide both program memory for the 286/10 processor boards 

and shared memory for the DSS. The 12CX board is a Multibus 

compatible board, and provides up to 512 kilobytes of 

memory. The 12CX contains an LBX bus interface, and 

provides for dual port access, from both the Multibus and 

the LBX bus. The 12CX board incorporates error correction 



and checking circuitry (ECC) to detect memory errors and 

optionally correct the errors [8, 11]. The board uses 64 

kilobyte dynamic RAM devices. 

2.3 M286 Monitor Structure [11] 

"The M286 monitor is organized into functional layers. 

Each layer provides a class of functions. The layers are 

organized hierarchically; only a higher layer may make a 

call to a lower layer, but a lower layer may not call any 

higher layers. A higher layer typically makes calls only to 

its next lower layer, but may skip layers for efficiency. 

All calls will ultimately reach the 286/10 SBC hardware 

interface" [11]. A block diagram of the monitor's 

functional layers are shown in Figure 2.4. 

In this section the five functional layers of the 

monitor are described. These include the innermost layer, 

which consists of a synchronizing kernel, initialization, 

low-level I/O drivers, and other hardware dependent drivers. 

The next layer contains level 1 I/O routines. Above this is 

a standard I/O library for supporting C application code 

[11]. The DSS algorithm's code and monitor commands for 

executing and testing the application code reside in layer 

four. Finally, an interactive command interpreter is 

provided for running the monitor. 
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2.3.1 Inner Layer 

"The innermost monitor layer is made up of several 

hardware dependent drivers, for communicating to or from the 

286/10 SBC interface" [11] . Many of these routines are 

written in 80286 assembly language. These routines provide 

several services. Included in this level are a 

synchronizing kernel, 286/10 board initialization code, the 

system exception handler, and low level serial I/O drivers. 

2.3.1.1 Synchronizing Kernel 

"The 286/10 SBC provides for interprocessor 

communication through shared memory, accessed through the 

Multibus. The kernel provides system calls for 

interprocessor communication, through test-and-set 

semaphores" [11] . Also provided are routines for wait and 

signal operations. These routines are "tas", for performing 

a test and set operation, and "mp_wait" and "mp_signal" for 

the wait and signal operations, respectively [11]. See 

Appendix A for a description of these routines. 

The mp_signal and mp_wait routines can be used to carry 

out several multiprocessor functions, including inter

processor data transfer, synchronization, and sharing of 

processor resources. 

2.3.1.2 Initialization code 

Upon reset of the 286/10 SBC, the processor code 

segment (CS) and instruction pointer (IP) are set to CS:IP = 
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FFFF:0000 [9]. "Here, a long jump is performed to the 

286/10 SBC initialization code" [11]. The initialization 

sequence begins by clearing the interrupt enable flag. 

Following this, the 8274 MPSC, 8259A PIC, 8254 PIT, and 8255 

PPI are initialized. Next, a full system RAM test is 

performed and the system exception handler and interrupt 

vectors are loaded [11]. The 80287 status of the numeric 

processor is checked, and initialized if resident, or 

numeric processor emulation is set if not resident. The 

enabling of interrupt flag is followed by setting up the C 

run time stack [9]. " Last, a call is made to the M286 

command interpreter, to begin accepting user commands" [11]. 

A flow chart of the initialization process is shown in 

Figure 2.5. 

All peripheral chips are programmed by reading and 

writing through the I/O bus [11] . An important 

consideration when programming the peripheral chips is to 

allow for proper setup hold time between successive writes 

to the same device. To insure that this setup time is 

observed, a delay loop follows every write to a peripheral 

chip. "A conservative delay, lasting 7.67 microseconds, is 

used" [11]. 

2.3.1.3 Exception Handler [9, 11] 

Since internal errors may occur on a microprocessor 

while executing a program, the 80286 CPU provides dedicated 



interrupt vectors to handle many exceptional conditions. 

The kernel provides an exception handler which will respond 

to these exceptional runtime conditions [11]. When an 

exception occurs, the handler will print first the address 

where the exception was raised, followed by a diagostic 

message to the console, then return to the command 

interpreter. In addition to the dedicated system interrupt 

vectors (0-16), all reserved interrupt vectors (17-31) and 

unused user vectors (32-255) are assigned to this handler, 

to provide protection if a spurious exception occurs [9, 

11]. Table 2.1 gives a list of the interrupt types and 

their corresponding handler messages. 

2.3.1.4 Low Level Serial I/O 

Low level routines are provided to read and write to 

the serial I/O channels. These drivers use the polling 

method to transmit and receive characters. Polling is done 

by reading, in a loop, the status/control words of the MPSC, 

until a character is received or can be sent [11]. The 

polling drivers were used, instead of interrupt driven I/O, 

because it allows easier debugging of interrupt routines. 

However, the polling drivers are not ideal for interfacing 

to RS-232 equipment, since they cannot buffer input when the 

processor is running other operations [11]. 

The low level I/O drivers are "tread" (for reading a 

port), "twrite" (for writing to a port), and "mread" and 



"mwrite", for reading and writing to a Multibus mailbox, 

respectively. All other serial I/O are built from these 

routines. A description for these routines is given in 

Appendix A. 

2.3.2 Level 1 I/O [11] 

The next monitor layer consists of the level 1 I/O 

routines. These provide ASCII or binary interpretation of 

the input and output streams. The modes supported are ASCII 

mode and binary mode. In the ASCII mode, carriage returns 

sent to the output stream are expanded to carriage return 

(CR)/linefeed (LF) pairs. The output is echoed back to the 

input stream, to support full duplex terminals [11]. The 

other mode (binary mode) performs no special processing of 

the input or output stream. 

The level 1 drivers consist of three routines: "read" 

(reads into a user supplied buffer), "write" (writes from a 

user supplied buffer), and finally, the routine "_editline" 

provides editing of the input buffer (supports delete key). 

A description for these routines is given in Appendix A. 

The M286 monitor supports nine pre-defined I/O 

channels. These are standard input (stdin), which reads the 

console port, standard output (stdout), and standard error 

(stderr), which writes to the console (MPSC channel B). 

Also supported are auxiliary input (auxin) and auxiliary 
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Table 2-1 Exception Types and Error Messages [9,11] 

EXCEPTION TYPE HANDLER MESSAGE 

0 <XXXX:XXXX> DIVIDE BY ZERO. 

1 <XXXX:XXXX> SINGLE STEP. 

2 <XXXX:XXXX> NMI INTERRUPT. 

3 <XXXX:XXXX> BREAKPOINT. 

4 <XXXX:XXXX> OVERFLOW EXCEPTION. 

5 <XXXX:XXXX> BOUND RANGE EXCEEDED. 

6 <XXXX:XXXX> INVALID OP-CODE. 

7 <XXXX:XXXX> PROCESSOR EXTENSION NOT AVAILABLE 

8 <XXXX:XXXX> INTERRUPT TABLE LIMIT TOO SMALL. 

9 <XXXX:XXXX> PROCESSOR SEGMENT OVERRUN EXCEPTION. 

13 <XXXX:XXXX> SEGMENT OVERRUN EXCEPTION. 

16 <XXXX:XXXX> PROCESSOR EXTENSION ERROR. 

10-12,14,15,17-31 DEFINED BY USER. 

NOTE: XXXX:XXXX WILL BE REPLACED WITH THE CODE SEGMENT 

AND INSTRUCTION POINTER (CS:IP) WHERE THE 

EXCEPTION WAS RAISED. 



output (auxout) channels, for reading and writing from and 

to the auxiliary serial port (MPSC channel A), respectively. 

Finally, four Multibus channels are declared, (mboxO, mboxl, 

mbox2, and mbox3) to allow SBCs to communicate through the 

Multibus [11]. All channel designators (stdin, stdout, 

stderr, auxin, auxout, mboxO, mboxl, mbox2, and mbox3) are 

declared in C as type "FILE . The application code 

developer must include the special M286 header file 

"m86stdio.h", in place of the standard I/O header, to access 

the I/O streams [11]. 

2.3.3 Standard I/O Library [11] 

The DSS code is written in the C programming language. 

For support of the DSS code, a standard I/O library was 

written, as described in chapter 7 of iC-86 Compiler User's 

Guide [10]. The library is included in ROM for use by both 

the monitor and the application code. The library calls 

were written to be compatible with the library supplied with 

the Intel C compiler. This level I/O layer is built from 

the set of level 1 I/O routines. Several additional string 

manipulation utilities are also provided. A table of the 

standard I/O routines is listed in Appendix B. 

2.3.4 Application Layer and Monitor Commands 

Executable program modules reside on the fourth layer. 

This includes several monitor commands, which reside in ROM, 

and the DSS code. This code is loaded from the 310/286 



development system through the serial port into RAM. 

Several user commands are provided to execute and help debug 

the DSS program. Commands are included to load an 

application program into RAM from a host system, view and 

change memory, and execute the application program. A brief 

description and usage of the monitor commands are given in 

Appendix C. "In specifying command parameters, all addresses 

are given as an Intel segment and offset, both separated by 

a colon, and may contain up to four hex digits, i.e. 

XXXX:XXXX, where X is a legal hex digit. The command 

description contains the following notation: Optional parts 

of commands are enclosed in brackets ( [,] ). If one and 

only one parameter is required, it will be enclosed in 

braces ({,]). Options for the brackets or braces 

specifications will be seperated by vertical bars (|). Two 

dots (..) designate parameters which may be repeated. All 

command entries are followed by a carriage return" [11]. 

2.3.5 Command Line Interpreter 

"The outermost layer of the system monitor is the 

command interpreter" [11]. This provides a user interface 

to allow monitor commands to be invoked. The operation of 

the command interpreter is to parse the command line 

parameters into a vector of parameter strings, and an 

argument count. Parameters consist of ASCII characters, 

which are delineated by white space (space, tab, or carriage 



return) [11]. The argument count and argument vector are 

then passed to each command upon invocation. The first 

argument vector is always the name of the command. The 

command then can parse the input arguments as appropriate. 

The command interpreter allows commands to be abbreviated^ 

although enough characters must be typed to specify the 

command uniquely. The command interpreter will respond 

with "ambiguous command" if this is not the case. If the 

command is not in the command table, the command interpreter 

will respond with "unknown command". 



CHAPTER 3 

FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DSS ALGORITHM 

The DSS algorithm follows the concept of the 

hierarchical abstract simulator, which is based on the DEVS 

formalism [3]. The DEVS was formalized by Zeigler as a 

system specification for discrete event models [3]. Due to 

the closure and recursive property of the DEVS formalism, 

DEVS systems may be constructed recursively from DEVS 

components, each being itself a coupling of DEVS components 

[3]. This fact implies that a multiple component DEVS model 

can be represented logically in a tree structure: each leaf 

node of the tree represents an atomic DEVS model (atomic 

model), and each of the other nodes represents a composite 

DEVS model (coupled model); refer to Figure 3-1. 

The hierarchical abstract simulator realizes the 

simulation process of a hierarchically constructed DEVS 

model [3]. It consists of three types of components: 

simulator, coordinator, and root-coordinator. Simulators 

are the direct mapping of the atomic DEVS model. Each of 

the component simulators operates correctly if it is given 

the specification of a DEVS. Coordinators are assigned to 
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manage coupling and scheduling of their subordinating 

components [3]. Each of the component coordinators and 

their subordinating simulators realizes a composite DEVS 

model. The root-coordinator manages and controls overall 

simulation processing and is linked to the outermost 

coordinator for making an input free model, without 

considering interruptions (no external inputs). This will 

result in synchronization between components being 

guaranteed [3]. 

The hierarchical abstract simulator consists of a 

network of abstract processors coupled together in a tree 

structure which is directly mapped from a hierarchical DEVS 

model [13]. Each coupled model is assigned to a coordinator 

processor and each atomic model is assigned to a simulator 

processor. Figure 3-2 shows the hierarchical abstract 

simulator which is directly mapped from its hierarchical 

DEVS shown in Figure 3-1. 

In the following section, the data structure and 

algorithm of each component [3, 13], together with the 

implementation of each component and the message passing 

scheme in the DSS are discussed. 

3.1 Algorithms and Implementation for Each Component 

There are four types of messages for correctly 

executing the algorithm: (x,t), (*,t), (y,t), (done,tn). 

These messages carry external event information, internal 
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event notices with time stamp for scheduled events, output 

information, and done notice with time stamp for the next 

event, respectively. The data structure of a message is 

shown in Figure 3-3 (a) . 

The data structure and pseudocode description of each 

component in the DSS algorithm [13] are shown in Figures 3-3 

(b) , 3-4, and 3-5. 

The following is a list of definitions of variables and 

data structure used in the algorithm. 

(1) tl = time of last event. 

(2) tn = time of next event. 

(3) t = global simulation time. 

(4) e = time elapsed since last event. 

(5) parent = identification of a parent. 

(6) child = identification of a child. 

(7) s = present state of a DEVS model. 

(8) output? = devs_output? = function call to query output 

function. 

(9) time_advance? = devs_time_advance? = function call to 

query time advance function. 

(10) int_transition = devs_int_transition = internal 

transition function. 

(11) ext_transition = devs_ext_transition = external 

transition function. 

(12) imminent child = a child with the smallest tn. 

(13) wait list = a list containing the imminent child. 



(14) tN_children = a list containing tn of children. 

(15) T = predefined simulation period. 

(16) SELECT = a function to select the imminent child. 

The algorithm and implementation of each component are 

described below. 

3.1.1 Simulator 

A simulator is a dynamic interpretation of a DEVS model 

[13]. It not only has the same set of variables and 

functions as those in DEVS but also has a variable (parent) 

to record the identification of its parent in a hierarchical 

structure. Moreover, "a simulator communicates with the 

external world via an output port through which it reports 

tn (time-of-next-event) and an input port through which it 

receives signals informing it of external events and 

providing synchronization for internal events" [13] . "A 

signal of the first kind takes the form (x,t) where x 

belongs to the external event set of the model and t is the 

global time at which the event named by x is supposed to 

occur" [3]. A signal of the second kind is of the form (*,t) 

where if proper synchronization has been maintained, t is 

equal to tn, and the output message (y,t) is reported to the 

simulator's parent according to the model's state [3]. When 

receiving either signal the simulator checks for consistent 

synchronization and then executes a model state transition, 

employing an internal or external transition function. At 



the end of either state transition, the (done,tn) message is 

reported to the simulator's parent at the output port. The 

data structure and pseudocode description are illustrated in 

Figure 3-3 (b). 

The simulator is implemented in a modular form and its 

subcomponent DEVS-component are implemented as an abstract 

data type module. The logic structure for the simulator is 

directly translated from the pseudocode description. 

The simulator interfaces with its DEVS subcomponent 

with the following functions: 

(1) devs_int_transition, 

(2) devs_ext_transition, 

(3) devs_init, 

(4) devs_time_advance?, 

(5) devs_output?, 

The C code for the simulator and its DEVS subcomponent 

can be referred to in Appendix D. 

3.1.2 Coordinator 

A coordinator is designated for a multicomponent DEVS 

model in a modular form by coupling together simulators for 

each of the component DEVS [3]. The coordinator is 

responsible for synchronizing the component simulators and 

handling external events [3]. 

When a coordinator receives the (*,t) message, the 

coordinator checks if the global simulation time t is 



synchronized, t = tn. If yes, the coordinator starts this 

simulation sequence at time t, updates its time of last 

event (tl), sends the (*,t) to its imminent child, while 

simultaneously inserting the imminent child into the 

"wait_list". The coordinator then goes to the passive state 

and waits for the done message from the imminent child to 

finish this simulation sequence. If not, the coordinator 

reports the error message and stops the simulation sequence. 

When the coordinator receives a (y,t) message from its 

imminent child, it executes the following tasks 

concurrently: (1) If there is an entry in the external 

output coupling table, it sends the message to the 

destination. (2) If there is an entry in the internal 

coupling table (influence table), the coordinator inserts 

the entry into the "wait_list", replaces the message with 

(x,t) and sends the (x,t) message to the influencee [16]. 

After the above action, the coordinator goes to a passive 

state and waits for the done message from the imminent child 

and those children influenced by the imminent child. When 

the coordinator receives a (done,t) message from a child, it 

removes the identification of the child from the 

"wait_list". This is followed by storing the tn of the child 

in the "tN-children" list. Next, the coordinator checks if 

the "wait_list" is empty; if yes, the coordinator selects 

the imminent child according to the tie breaking rule 

specified in the SELECT function. It then updates the 



local variable tn with the smallest tn in the "tN_children" 

list, sends the (done,t) message with time stamp t=tn to its 

parent, and goes to passive state. Otherwise, the 

coordinator goes to the passive passive state to wait for 

all the (done,t) messages from its children which are 

identified in the "wait_list". 

When an external event notice (x,t) arrives, the 

coordinator checks the simulation time, channels the (x,t) 

signal to each of the children according to the entries in 

the external input coupling table. The coordinator also 

inserts the identification of these children into the 

"wait_list", and goes to the passive state waiting for the 

done message from these children. The data structure and 

pseudocode description are shown in Figure 3-4. 

In order to implement the coupling tables, tN-children 

and wait_list in the coordinator, multi-dimensional arrays 

are used for each table. One-dimensional arrays are used for 

the wait_list and the tN-children. The identification of 

the coordinator's children is used as the index to these 

tables to access the appropriate content. The coordinator 

is implemented in a modular form. The detailed C code 

follows the pseudocode description in this section and can 

be referred to in Appendix E. 
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3.1.3 Root-Coordinator 

"The algorithm given to the coordinator will assure 

that it properly synchronizes the component simulators in 

the case of an input free system model" [3]. This is 

because the coordinator must wait until all activated 

simulators have finished computing their component model 

transitions before it proceeds to the next internal event 

[3]. However, in the case of a non-input-free model, no 

guarantee can be given that an external input signal will 

not be received while processing of an internal event is 

still going on [3]. The only way to achieve synchronization 

of such interrupts is to expand the model to include all 

sources of external input [3]. Once this is done, the new 

model has only internal transitions and is therefore 

synchronizable. Hence, the root-coordinator is always 

connected to the coordinator of the outermost coupled model 

[3]. The pseudocode of the root-coordinator is shown in 

Figure 3-5. 

When the root-coordinator receives the (done,t) message 

from its child, it checks if the time stamp is within the 

predefined simulation limit. It changes the message to 

(*,t), sending the (*,t) to its child to start the next 

simulation sequence, and then goes to the passive state. In 

this instance, the (done,t) message indicates that all the 

children of the outermost coordinator have finished the 

previous simulation sequence. 
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When receive (*,t) 
if t = tn 

call output? 
call internal transition function 
tl = t 
tn = tl + time_advance? 
send (done, tn) to parent 
passive 

else 
error 

End receive (*,t) 

When receive (x,t) 
if tl < = t < = tn 

e = t - tl 
call external transition function (e,x) 
tl = t 
tn = tl • time_advance? 
send (done, tn) to parent 
passive 

else 
error 

End receive (x,t) 

Figure 3-3 (a) The Data Structure of a Message [13] 
(b) The Data Structure and Pseudo Code 

Description of a Simulator [13] 
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imminent child into "wait__list" 
to the imminent child 

When receive 
if t = tn 

tl = t 
insert the 
send (*,t) 
passive 

else 
error 

End receive (*,t) 

When receive (x,t) 
if tl <= t <= tn 

tl = t 
insert children in the ext_input_table into "wait_list" 
send (x,t) to these children 
passive 

else 
error 

End receive (x,t) 

When receive (y,t) 
if there is a destination in the ext_output_table 

send (y,t) to the destination 
if there is a influencee in the int_coupling_table 

send (x,t) to the influencee 
insert the influence into the "wait__list" 

passive 
End receive (y,t) 

When receive (done,t) 
remove the child id from "wait_list" 
update the child's tn in the "tN_children" 
if "wait_list" is empty 

SELECT (a imminent child from "tN-children") 
tn = minimum "tN_children" 
send (done, tn) to the coordinator's parent 

passive 
End receive (done,t) 

Figure 3-4 The Data Structure and Pseudo Code Description 
of a Coordinator [13] 
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When receive (done,t) 
if t < T 

clock = t 
make *-message and send (*,t) to child 
passive 

else 
passive 

End receive (done,t) 

When receive (y,t) 
display the content of the message 
passive 

End receive (y,t) 

Figure 3-5 The Data Structure and Pseudo Code Description 
of a Root-Coordinator [13] 



When the root-coordinator receives the (y,t) message, 

it displays the content of the message and goes to the 

passive state. 

The implementation of the root-coordinator follows the 

same logic as described above. In addition, a user 

interface which lets the user control the process of 

simulation is added to this module. The C code is shown in 

Appendix F. 

The architecture of the DSS is derived by assigning 

each simulator and the coordinator to a distinct processor 

board (SBC); as shown in Figure 3-6. The root-coordinator is 

coupled to the coordinator, therefore they share the same 

processor board. The C code for simulators 1 and 2 is almost 

identical, except for their identification and 

subcomponent's specification. In order to run each module 

on its corresponding SBC, each module needs a main program 

(main [3) on the top of the code described above. 

3.2 Message Passing Scheme [17] 

In order to exchange messages among SBCs, the logical 

structure of each input/output port in section 3.1 is 

implemented by a mail box and a pair of read/write functions 

accessing the mail box. The operation of a mail box and 

these functions is described as follows: one SBC, the 

sender, calls and writes (buf_write) the data into the mail 

box of the other SBC, the receiver. If the receiver is 



ready to receive the message, it issues an accept statement 

(buf_read) and the rendez-vous occurs. If the mail box of 

the receiver is not available, the sender waits until the 

mail box is released by the receiver. If the receiver 

issues the accept command for receiving a message that the 

sender has not yet put into the mail box, then the receiver 

waits for the sender to issue the call, buf_write. One 

interesting aspect of the message passing scheme is that the 

sender must know of the existence of a mail box and the 

entry of the mail box. However, the receiver accepts calls 

from any sender. 

Mutual exclusion is guaranteed by semaphore mechanisms: 

only one sender at a time may rendez-vous with the receiver. 

Other senders attempting a simultaneous rendez-vous are kept 

waiting. There are two semaphores associated with each mail 

box. One is owned by the sender, the other by the receiver. 

A block diagram which describes the operation of the message 

passing scheme and mutual exclusion is shown in Figure 3-7. 

A mail box is an eight byte buffer and is located in 

the shared memory region. The physical memory locations of 

these mail boxes and semaphores are defined in the header 

file (mpdevs.h) shown in Appendix G. 

The main purpose of this message passing scheme is to 

allow each SBC which may be running at a different pace to 

exchange messages through mail boxes. In Figure 3-6, 

simulator 1 and simulator 2 may run at different speeds and 



may pass messages to the coordinator in either order. 

Therefore the message passing scheme has to be used to 

ensure a correct message exchange. 

The implementation of the DSS algorithm in a modular 

form will meet our requirements: making the DSS easily 

expandable and reflecting the structure and relationship 

between models and simulators. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

The iRMX86 microcomputer development environment 

consists of a group of tools for generating object codes for 

the 80286 target microprocessor [18]. This chapter 

describes the iRMX microprocessor development environment, 

including the procedures for generation ROM based code and 

the DSS code [11]. The details used to develop the M286 

monitor, and the procedure for developing the DSS code, are 

presented. This chapter is extracted from [10, 11, 18, 19]. 

4.1 RMX Development Environment [11, 18, 19] 

The M286 and DSS code are developed using the iRMX 

microprocessor development environment. This consists of 

the iRMX86 real time operating system, which includes an 

assembler, several compilers, and utilities for generating 

8086/8087/80186 family object code [18, 19]. The following 

is a list of these utilities in [18] and a brief 

description: 

IC86 - Intel C language compiler, generates 8086 object 

modules. Supports a separate large and small 
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model of segmentation. 

ASM86 - The 8086/8087/80186 family assembler. Generates 

relocatable object modules. 

TX - Full screen text editor. Supports many terminals 

and provides many features for efficient text file 

editing. 

LINK86 - Combines a list of 80286 object modules into a 

single object module. The output object module 

can be relocatable, or can be specified to be 

load-time locatable, for executing by the iRMX 

operating system. 

LOC86 - Converts relocatable object modules to absolute 

object modules. This allows the absolute segment 

address and module order to be specified. 

LIB86 - Utility to create and maintain object module 

libraries. Library files can be used for input 

into link86. 

OH86 - Converts a located object module into an ASCII 

format, called Intel Hex Format. This format is 

usually used for downloading to the target 

processor or an EPROM burner. 

4.2 IC86 C Compiler Implementation [11] 

The monitor and DSS code are developed in the C 

programming language, using the Intel IC86 compiler in the 

LARGE programming mode. During the monitor development, 



some special considerations are needed to configure the code 

for ROM based execution. This includes memory access, 

handling ROM initializers and constants, and the C calling 

procedure to allow interfacing assembly routines to the C 

code. 

4.3 Memory Organization [11] 

The Intel IC86 C compiler in the LARGE mode of 

segmentation, generates object modules containing two class 

names, which are the 'code' class and the 'data' class. The 

'code' class is used to contain the machine code, and the 

'data' class is used to contain the static data used by the 

code segment. Since the LARGE memory mode of the C compiler 

is used, the code and data areas may exceed the 64K-bytes 

per segment boundary [11]. 

The kernel sets up a C runtime environment for the DSS 

algorithm, by initializing the stack, data, code, and unused 

memory areas [11] . The unused RAM area can be used for 

dynamic memory allocation. The stack area is set at the top 

of the RAM area, and grows down, as stack space is needed. 

A memory map of the monitor and the DSS algorithm is shown 

in Figure 4.1. 

The stack, data, and code areas of the DSS algorithm 

cannot be changed dynamically, but are determined at the 

link time of the monitor [11]. This reduces the flexibility 

of RAM usage, but simplifies system initialization. 



Absolute addresses are assigned using the LOC86 utility 

[11] . 

4.4 M286 Development Procedure [11] 

The M286 monitor is developed in three phases. The 

first step in monitor development involves writing all 

286/10 SBC initialization code, and the low-level hardware 

drivers; in C and assembly. Secondly, high-level monitor 

functions, such as the command line interpreter, and most of 

the monitor commands themselves, are written in C and 

executed directly under iRMX, using iRMX I/O libraries [11]. 

This provides an efficient method to test the C code. Next, 

the M286 standard I/O library routines are written and 

tested under iRMX. The M286 standard I/O library routines 

are linked in place of the iRMX libraries [11]. The M286 

code is invoked using the standard iRMX loader, which starts 

execution at the SBC initialization code. This disables all 

iRMX control, and runs exclusively M286 libraries [11]. For 

this approach, monitor code will execute in RAM, almost 

identical to the final ROM based implementation [11] . After 

testing at this phase, the system can be rebooted to iRMX to 

make software updates [11] . The final development step 

involves burning the monitor into EPROM. Slight 

configuration changes are made to the RAM implementation. 

This is resulting from differences in the memory map form of 

the M286 RAM version. The reconfigured code is then located 
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to an absolute address, and then converted to Intel hex 

object file format, for downloading to an EPROM burner. An 

even/odd EPROM pair is burned, and installed on a target 

SBC, for testing. Conditional compilation and assembly-

directives are used to differentiate the three monitor 

software configurations [11]. 

4.5 The DSS Code Development Procedure 

The DSS code is developed in three steps. Initially, 

two simulator modules, one coordinator module, and the root-

coordinator module are written in C and executed directly 

under iRMX, using iRMX I/O libraries. Next, mailboxes are 

allocated to each module. This code is linked with M286 and 

executed, using M286 standard I/O libraries. The final step 

involves downloading this code to the target DSS. 

4.6 Generation of ROM Code [11] 

The M286 monitor, after testing and debugging in RAM, 

is configured for ROM execution. This involves first 

compiling all M286 C source files, under the "ROM" option 

[18] . Precautions for initialized variables are taken, 

because the loader cannot take care of initializing the data 

area for ROM resident code [18]. The 80286 assembly source 

files are assembled, making sure that all read only 

constants and tables are put in the 'code' class. The 

resulting object files are then all linked, using LINK86, 

producing the relocatable file "M86ROM.LNK". This file is 



then located, using the LOC86 utility, resulting in the 

absolute file "M86ROM". The 'data' class is located at 

0x400, just above the interrupt descriptor table, and the 

'code' class is put at 0xF8000, which is the start of the 

EPROM area. The reset boot segment, named "BOOTSTRAP", is 

located at OxFFFFO, which performs a long jump to the 

monitor initialization code [11]. The next step for ROM 

generation is to convert the located file into an Intel hex 

object format, using OH86. The resulting file, 

"M86ROM.HEX", is then converted into two hex files, 

containing the even and odd hex data records, named 

"EVN.HEX" and "ODD.HEX", respectively. This is accomplished 

using a user-supplied utility, named HEX80 [11], which 

produces Intel 8080 hex file records, only. The resulting 

hex files are then downloaded to the Intel UP-20 programmer, 

and an even/odd EPROM set is burned. 

To provide an independent interface for system calls 

between the DSS code and the monitor, a jump table is 

created and located in the low ROM area [11]. Calls to the 

M286 monitor are made to the jump table, which then jumps to 

the actual CS:IP address of the M286 routine. The advantage 

to this method is that whenever monitor code is recompiled, 

routine addresses can change, which would cause the DSS code 

to be relinked. The jump table prevents this problem. An 

assembly language interface is written for linking with the 

DSS code, named "M86LINK.A86", for linking the DSS code with 



the monitor [11]. The rom code generation procedure is 

outlined in Figure 4.2. 

4.7 Generation of DSS Code [11] 

The DSS code consists of four modules, root-

coordinator, coordinator, simulator 1, and simulator 2. It 

is the job of the programmer to identify and map the 

hierarchical abstract simulator to each SBC respectively 

[11]. The root-coordinator and the coordinator are combined 

into one SBC. Simulators 1 and 2 are mapped to two SBCs 

respectively. Parallelism may occur while two simulators 

run simultaneously. In order to keep bus access and message 

passing steps to a minimum, buffers are used to store 

intertask data, and transfer the buffer in one step. This' 

process reduces the bus access. 

Programs are configured to run under the monitor 

through the following steps. First, the tasks are compiled 

under the IC86 C compiler. The resulting object files are 

then linked with the location table, "M86LINK.OBJ", 

described in Section 4.6 and with a library, "M86APP.LIB". 

The library contains floating point routines that are not 

included in the monitor because of the size of this code. 

This produces a relocatable link file, which is located, and 

then converted into a Intel hex format, for downloading to 

the M286. Hex code may be downloaded from the host iRMX 
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system through the serial link or the Multibus. The DSS code 

generation procedure is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS 

Based on the logical mapping described in chapter 3, a 

multiprocessor test environment, consisting of three 286/10 

SBCs, is set up to demonstrate the run time behavior of the 

DSS and the use of the M286 monitor. To display and test 

the behavior of the DSS algorithm, a monitor is connected to 

each SBC through the serial port. 

5.1 DSS and the M286 

While DSS is operating, the M286 is initiated and the 

testing memory message is displayed on each of the monitors. 

After successfully testing each memory board, the M286 is 

ready to accept commmands. The user can issue the "help" 

command to look at all commands supported by the M286. 

To execute experiments, the user issues the "load" 

command to receive the object code from the development 

system. After the object code is downloaded successfully to 

each of the 286/10 SBCs, the user can issue the "run" 

command to execute testing experiments. 

57 
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Whenever an experiment is started, the system control 

is passed to the user interface module in the root-

coordinator. Up to this point, the user can stop or 

continue the experiment at the end of each simulation 

sequence. The system control returns to the M286, when the 

experiment is stopped or after it is finished. At this 

point, the user can execute debugging commands or start the 

next experiment. 

5.2 Experiments on the DSS 

In order to verify the correctness of the DSS algorithm 

and investigate the parallel processing of the DSS, seven 

specific experiments have been set up as follows: 

Experiments 1 and 2 are set up to test the run time 

execution of each module, and verify the correctness of the 

message passing scheme. Experiment 3 is set up to test the 

influence mechanism by executing the external transition 

function (x-function) in the two simulators, and retrieving 

information from the coupling tables which are located in 

the coordinator. Experiments 4 and 5 are set up to explore 

the concurrent execution of the two simulators. This is 

carried out while one simulator is influenced by the other. 

In experiments 6 and 7, the two simulators are influencing 

each other. The time advance functions in the two 

simulators are constant for easy debugging. These 



experiments assume that the DSS simulates an input free 

model (no external input from the coordinator). 

The following are the definitions of symbols used in 

the following texts and figures: 

(1) tl, tn, and wait-list are defined as in chapter 3. 

(2) tN-list = tN-children (chapter 3). 

(3) tmin = minimum tn of the simulators 

(4) ta = time advance function. 

(5) i-child = identification of the imminent child 

(6) en = scheduled event n 

(7) sn = simulator n 

5.2.1 Experiment 1 

The first experiment is set up as follows: The two 

simulators will have no influence on each other, no external 

input, and external output coupled to the root-coordinator. 

In the event that both simulators have the same event time, 

the tie breaking rule gives the advantage to simulator 1, 

and the simulation period is set to 26 units. The time 

advance functions of the simulators are 1 and 5, 

respectively. The tn and tl are set at 0 for both 

simulators and coordinators during the initialization phase. 

Refer to Figure 5-1 (a). 

After the "run" command has been issued in each of the 

SBCs, the root-coordinator and the coordinator are started 

by the initialization procedure (set up the internal data 



structure and dynamic variables) and the coordinator then 

waits for the initialization message (done-message) from 

simulators 1 and 2. Simulators 1 and 2 start the 

initialization phase (set up tl and tn) and then send the 

done message to the coordinator (messages 1 and 2 in Figure 

5-1). After they rendez-vous with the coordinator, 

simulators 1 and 2 go to the waiting input message phase and 

the coordinator records the tn of each simulator in the tN-

list. The coordinator selects the imminent child (employing 

the tie breaking rule), and schedules the time of next 

event. In addition, it repacks and passes the initialization 

message (3(d,0)) to the root-coordinator, which asks the 

user whether to continue the simulation process or not. If 

yes, the root-coordinator sends message 4(*,0) with the 

simulation time at 0 to start the process of simulation back 

to the coordinator. If not, the simulation is stopped, and 

control goes back to the M286. After receiving the start 

message, the coordinator updates tl, puts the i-child into 

the wait-list, and sends message 5(*,0) to the imminent 

child, simulator 1. Refer to Figure 5-1 (a). 

Up to this point, simulator 1 is waiting for an input 

message. After simulator 1 and the coordinator exchange 

message 5{* - 0), the coordinator proceeds to wait for the 

input message (y-message) from simulator 1. Simulator 1 then 

proceeds to check the time stamp and to process the *-

message. Next, simulator 1 outputs message 6(y, 0) to the 
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coordinator, and they rendez-vous again. The coordinator 

checks the external output coupling table and sends message 

7(y,0) to the root-coordinator, which displays the content 

of the y-message on the monitor. Simulator 1 updates tl and 

advances tn to 1 in done-message 8(d, 1), which is sent to 

the coordinator. 

Receiving the done-message, the coordinator deletes 

simulator 1 from the wait list. It then updates the tn of 

simulator 1 in the tN-list to 1, and determines the minimum 

tn of all simulators (which is 0). The coordinator also 

updates the local tn, selects the imminent child (which is 

simulator 2) and passes done-message 9 (d,0) with time stamp 

0 to the root-coordinator to start the next sequence of 

simulation. Refer to Figure 5-1 (b). 

At this point simulator 2 is the imminent child. The 

coordinator therefore passes message 11 (*,0) to simulator 

2. After the *-message is exchanged between the coordinator 

and simulator 2, they proceed the same way as described 

above? refer to Figure 5-1 (c). Receiving done-message 14 

(d,5) with time stamp 5, the coordinator follows the same 

sequence as described above; refer to Figure 5-1 (c). Just 

before arriving at this point, the simulation times of 

simulators 1 and 2 are recorded in the coordinator as times 

1 and 5, respectively. As a result, the next sequence of 

simulation starts from simulator 1 with message 17 (*,1), as 

shown in Figure 5-1 (d). 
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As the simulation proceeds, the coordinator has to 

solve the tie breaking problem at time 5k ( k = 1, 2, ... N) 

in the same way as done at time 0. As shown in Figure 5-1 

(e) , whenever simulators 1 and 2 have the same tn, the 

coordinator selects simulator 1. The above simulation 

process keeps on going and the simulation time is added up, 

1 unit after each simulation sequence, until 26 units are 

reached. 

5.2.2 Experiment 2 

The only difference between experiments 1 and 2 is the 

set up of the tie breaking rule, which now favors simulator 

2. Figure 5-1 (e') shows that at each of the moments of 5k 

(k = 0, 1, ...), simulator 2 is selected instead of 

simulator 1. In contrast to experiment 1, the 

initialization sequence and each following simulation 

sequence are depicted in Figure 5-1 (a')/ (b')> (c')f (d1). 

5.2.3 Experiment 3 

This experiment is designed to explore the influence 

mechanism between the two simulators. The initialization is 

shown in Figure 5-2 (a). In addition, the initial set up is 

the same as for experiment 1. The influence table is set up 

as simulator 1 sends its output message (y-message) to its 

influence simulator 2 which takes this message as an 

external input message (x-message), through the control of 

the coordinator. 
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As shown in Figure 5-2 (b), when the experiment has 

started, the initialization message ( 5 (*,0) ) is sent to 

simulator 1 (because i-child = si). Then simulator 1 starts 

the internal transition function (*-function), which checks 

the time stamp to assure that the message is not out of 

sequence. Simulator 1 sends the output message ( 6 (y,0) ) 

to the coordinator and updates tl and tn; refer to Figure 5-

2 (b). The coordinator then checks the external output table 

(as in experiment 1) and the internal coupling table to 

determine the destinations of the transmitted messages. This 

is followed by message 7 (y,0) being sent to the root-

coordinator and message 8 (x,0) being sent to simulator 2, 

respectively. Therefore, each time there is a y-message 

from simulator 1, the coordinator passes an influence x-

message with the same time stamp as the y-message to 

simulator 2. After the coordinator sends out message 8, it 

waits for the done message from simulators 1 and 2. While 

the done-message is received by the coordinator, the tn of 

each simulator in the tN-list is updated to 1 and 5, 

respectively. Then the coordinator selects the imminent 

child, updates tn, and sends message 10 (d,l) to the root-

coordinator. This starts the next simulation sequence, as 

shown in Figure 5-2 (b) and (c) . 

Simulator 2 receives an x-message (external transition 

input) from the coordinator and schedules tn as input 

message time plus 5. Therefore, the done messages sent from 
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simulator 2 to the coordinator are time stamped k+5, k=0, 1, 

2, ... (k=time stamp on the y-message from simulator 1 )? 

refer to Figure 5-2 (b), (c). Hence simulator 2 will never 

be selected as imminent child by the coordinator. The whole 

process is highlighted in Figure 5-2 (d). The first 

activity of simulator 2, scheduled at time 5, is delayed by 

one unit each time simulator 1 has an output. As a result, 

the scheduled activities of simulator 2 never happen as the 

simulation elapses. 

5.2.4 Experiments 4 and 5 

The purpose of experiments 4 and 5 is to demonstrate 

more complicated behaviors of the influence mechanism 

between simulators. Both of the experiments use the same 

influence scheme: simulator 2 influences simulator 1. The 

tie breaking rule gives the advantage to simulator 2 in 

experiment 4 and in the initial phase of experiment 5. 

Afterwards in experiment 5 it gives the advantage to 

simulator 1. The ta of simulator 1 is 2 in experiment 4 and 

it is 1 in experiment 5. The ta of s2 is 5 in both 

experiments. The initial setup of each experiment is shown 

in Figure 5-3 (a) and Figure 5-4 (a). 

As shown in Figure 5-3 (b), the initial message (1 

(*.0) ) is sent to simulator 2, then the output message from 

simulator 2 is transformed into the message 3 (y,0) and 4 

(x,0) by the coordinator (as in experiment 3). These are 



sent to the root-coordinator and simulator 1, respectively. 

While simulator 1 receives message 4, it goes to the 

external transition function, updates the time stamp to 2, 

and sends the done message ( 5(d,2) ) to the coordinator. 

At the same instance, simulator 2 executes the internal 

transition function, updates its time stamp to 5, and sends 

the done message ( 3'(d,5) ) to the coordinator. 

Concurrency takes place at this point. After the 

coordinator receives the done messages time stamped at 2 and 

5 respectively, from simulator 1 and 2, it updates the 

imminent child, tmin and tn. The coordinator then sends 

message 6(d,2) to the root-coordinator, which sends the 

message 7(*,2) back to the coordinator to start the next 

sequence simulation. The first activity of simulator 1 

should happen at time 0 but it is delayed 2 units by the 

influence of message 4 (x,0). Therefore, as the next 

simulation sequence starts, the delayed activity of 

simulator 1 will be activated. The concurrency phenomenon 

and execution delayed event of simulator 1 will repeat, if 

simulator 2 is selected during the simulation. As shown in 

Figure 5-3 (c) and (d), the phenomenon happens at simulation 

time 5k (k=0,l,...), at which point simulator 2 is selected. 

It is interesting to note that the influenced activities of 

simulator 1 are delayed by one unit except for the first 

one. The detailed explanation of the phenomenon is depicted 

in Figure 5-3 (d). 
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The setup and the first simulation sequence of the 

fifth experiment are shown in Figure 5-4 (a). In contrast 

to experiment 4, the initial activity of simulator 1 is 

delayed one unit, however, the following influenced 

activities are not delayed, Figure 5-4 (e). The detailed 

sequences are depicted in Figure 5-4 (b), (c), (d). As 

shown in Figure 5-4 (e), each time simulator 1 is at 5k+l 

(k=l,..), simulator 2 is selected and outputs a message to 

influence the simulation time of simulator 1. Actually after 

simulator 1 receives the influencing message, it changes the 

simulation time to where it was before being influenced. To 

the outside world this external message is ignored by 

simulator 1, because its simulation time is as it was before 

it received the message. 

These experiments show that external events will cause 

rescheduling of the model's activities and the influence 

message will cause concurrent execution of events. 

5.2.5 Experiments 6 and 7 

The sixth and seventh experiments are set up as 

follows: The influence table is set up such that simulators 

1 and 2 influence each other. The tie breaking rule gives 

the advantage to s2. The ta of si is 2 and 1 in experiments 

6 and 7, respectively while the ta of s2 is 5 in both 

experiments. The initial simulation sequence is shown in 

Figure 5-5 (a). The results of experiments 6 and 7 show 



that the only chance for simulator 2 to influence simulator 

1 is at the beginning of the simulation while it is being 

selected, with reference to Figure 5-5 (d), (e). Afterwards, 

simulator 1 keeps being selected because of the smaller tn, 

and keeps influencing simulator 2 by delaying tn the same 

amount of time ( 2 units in experiment 6 and 1 unit in 

experiment 7 ). Therefore the next event of simulator 2 is 

never again selected. Figure 5-5 (b) shows the first 

simulation sequence, and (c) shows the second sequence for 

both the experiments. All of the following sequences will 

repeat the same sequence as shown in Figure 5-5 (c). 

5.3 Results of the Experiments 

These experiments show that the DSS correctly executes 

the input free multicomponent DEVS model. Each simulator was 

shown to directly reflect its model's state. Moreover, 

there is no external input, the influence mechanism between 

models will still cause simulators to execute their models' 

transition concurrently. As observed in experiments 3,4,5,6, 

and 7, one simulator executes the internal transition 

function, with the other executing the external transition 

function. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, the integration of off-the-shelf 

processor boards, implementation of the hierarchical 

abstract simulator algorithm, and integration the M286 

system monitor into the Distributed Simulator System (DSS) 

were accomplished. The DSS system presents an alternative 

realization of mapping the hierarchical abstract simulator 

on the microprocessor system. The system allows to 

investigate simulations executing in parallel. The results 

of this project fall into two categories: integration of the 

M286 monitor with the DSS algorithm, and verification of the 

run time behavior of the DSS. 

6.1 Conclusion 

Seven experiments were performed on the DSS showing 

that the DSS correctly executes the algorithm of the 

hierarchical abstract simulator. In addition, the DSS 

directly reflects the model's structure and state. Moreover, 
* 

parallelism is achieved even without external input: one 

simulator executes the internal transition function and the 

other executes the external transition function. 

78 
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The resulting overlap of the execution time might also 

improve the performance of the DSS, as compared to a purely 

sequential simulation. The implementation of the DSS 

algorithm into modules will help later expansion of the DSS. 

The execution of the message passing scheme demonstrates 

that it is a trustworthy method to achieve interprocess 

communication in the DSS. The design of the M286 monitor 

into functional layers allows the monitor to be 

understandable, and to be developed and maintained 

efficiently [11]. Finally, this work has demonstrated that 

the concept of the hierarchical abstract simulator can be 

implemented with present-day, available hardware. 

6.2 Further Research Work 

This section outlines extensions and improvements on 

the DSS and the M286 monitor. 

6.2.1 Extending the DSS 

To further investigate parallel processing caused by 

external events and the performance of the DSS, a fourth 

286/10 SBC can be used as an input source (generating 

external events). Thus the Multibus arbitration scheme has 

to be changed to a parallel mechanism [11], and a larger 

chassis may be needed. The Intel 286/380 development system 

might be an appropriate machine, because it can run the same 

operation system, development tools, and processor board. In 



addition, it has a chassis that can support a parallel bus 

arbitration scheme and up to 8 bus masters. As a result, 

real model examples can be run on this machine to study its 

performance. Comparison can then be made with previous 

examples [15, 16]. 

Further extension work can be done on the automation 

process for downloading object code to each target SBC. A 

user can specify a command on the development system and the 

object code of each module will be downloaded to the 

specified SBC for execution. Instead of using the RS 232 

link for downloading, the Multibus can be used. The system 

calls "mread" "mwrite", the predefined I/O channels (mboxO, 

mboxl, mbox2, mbox3), and the "load" and "run" commands of 

the M286 can all be utilized for this implementation. 

6.2.2 Improvement of the M286 [11] 

The test-and-set mechanism used to achieve mutual 

exclusion is a simple and trustworthy method to implement a 

multiprocessor system on a shared bus. However, it can 

become a bottleneck for a large multiprocessor system. If 

many processors try to use this operation, which asserts the 

Multibus LOCK, they will prevent other processors from 

accessing the Multibus, thus slowing the system performance. 

"One suggestion is to use semaphores with interrupts to 

allocate resources" [11] . The advantage of this method is 

that the processors that would be forced to wait for a 
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resource would not have to perform a continuous test-and-set 

operation; instead, waiting is done off the bus, through 

interrupt lines. 



APPENDIX A: M286 System Calls [11] 
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Routine Summary 

ROUTINE FUNCTION PERFORMED 

input 

mp_signal 

mp_wait 

output 

read 

tas 

tread 

twrite 

write 

editline 

Input data from I/O port. 

Multiprocessor semaphore signal. 

Multiprocessor semaphore wait. 

Output data to I/O port. 

Read characters from channel to buffer. 

Perform test and set operation. 

Performs low-level input from a serial port. 

Performs low-level output to a serial port. 

Write charactes from channel to buffer. 

Gets a line from standard input and supports 

editing. 
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Routine Name 

(1) Byte-by-Byte I/O 

fgetc 

fputc 

getchar 

getc 

putchar 

putc 

(2) String I/O 

fgets 

gets 

fputs 

puts 

(3) Formatted I/O 

printf 

fprintf 

sprintf 

(4) String Manipulation 

strcat 

strncat 

strcmp 

strncmp 

M286 Library Source 

fgetc.c 

fputc.c 

m86stdio.h* 

19 

I I  

I I  

fgets.c 

gets.c 

fputs.c 

m86stdio.h* 

printf.c 

printf.c 

printf.c 

strcat.c 

strncat.c 

strcmp.c 

strncmp.c 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Routine Name M286 Library Source 

strlen strlen.c 

strcpy strcpy.c 

strncpy strncpy.c 

(5) Character Classification 

isalpha " 

isascii " 

iscntrl " 

isdigit " 

islower " 

isprint " 

ispunct " 

isspace " 

isupper 11 

isxdigit " 

(6) String Conversions 

atoi atoi.c 

atol " 

utoi " 

isalnum ctype.c, m86ctype.h* 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Routine Name M286 Library Source 

utol " 

xtoi xtoi.c 

xtol " 

NOTE: * designates the routine is implemented as a macro. 
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APPENDIX C: M286 Monitor Commands [11, 12] 

Command Summary 

COMMAND FUNCTION PERFORMED 

boot Execute 286/10 board monitor boot code. 

display Display an area of memory. 

help Give command summary. 

input Input data from an I/O port. 

load Load Intel hex format object file. 

output Output data to an I/O port. 

register List 80286 registers. 

run Execute loaded program. 
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Appendix D - C Code for Simulator 

/* simul.c 
Include all simulator functions and interface funcions 
with its parent and its DEVS MODEL. 

*/ 
/ *  * /  

#include "abst.h" 
#define parent 1 /* id for its parent */ 
#define sdevs 11 /* id for its DEVS component */ 
/* */ 

/* */ 
/* need initialize */ 
static int time_of_next_event, /* tn */ 

time_of_last_event; /* tl */ 
/* for m86 environment */ 
extern void buf_read(); /* read data from mail box */ 
extern void buf_write();/* write to mail box */ 
/* */ 
/* main 

Requred for multiprocessor environment as an entry 
point. 

*/ 
main() 
C 

static int local_mess[4]; 
int *lmp, i? 

/* initialization */ 
simul_init(); 
*SEM_11A = 1; 
*SEM_11B = 1; 
while (1) 
C 
printf(" This is SIMULATOR #1, Waiting for input message 

\n") ; 
/* read message from its mail box */ 
buf_read(SEM_11A, SEM_11B, local_mess, DAT_11); 
Imp = local_mess; 
printf( " SI receive message = "); 
for(i=0; i<4; i++) 
[ 

printf(" %d ", *(lmp+i) ); 
if ( *(lmp+i) == '$' ) 

goto endlop; 
3 
printf("\n"); 
simul_in_port(Imp); 
} 
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endlop: 
printf(" \n "); 
printf(" SI sending terminating message back to coord. 

\n") ; 
buf_write(SEM_12A, SEM_12B, local_mess, DAT_12); 
printf(" SI finish sending terminated message to coord. 

\n") ; 
printf(" END OF SIMULATOR #l\n") ; 
printf('\0071); 

3 /* main */ 
/* */ 

/* simul_in_port 
receive and dispatch input messages to each function. 

*/ 
simul_in_port(in_mess) 
int *in_mess; 
C 

if (*(in_mess+source) == parent) /* change into parent 

*/ 
t 
switch (*(in_mess+port) ) 
£ 

case '*' : s_function (in_mess); break; 
case 'x' : x_function (in_mess); break; 
default : printf("SIMU1: input message 

error.\n"); exit(l); 
3 

3 
else 

( 
printf("SIMU1: input from illegal parent.\n"); 
exit(1); 

3 

3 /* simul_in_port */ 
/* */ 

/* s_function 
Take care of the *-message. 

*/ 
static s_function (m) 
int *m; 
I 

int *ext_message, *done_message; 

ext_message = done_message = m; 
if (*(m+time) == time_of_next_event) 
C 

*(ext_message+source) = sdevs; 
*(ext_message+time) = *(m+time); 
*(ext message+value) = devs_output(); 



*(ext_message+port) = 'y'; 
/* output function to parent */ 

(void) simu_outputf(ext_message); 
devs_int_transition(); 
time_of_last_event = time_of_next_event; 
time_of_next_event = time_of_last_event + 
devs_time_advance(); 
*(done_message+source) = sdevs; 
*(done_message+time) = time_of_next_event; 
*(done_message+port) = 'd1; 
(void) simu_outputf(done_message); 

/* passive */ 
3 
else 
t 

printf("SIMU1: time of *_message not equal to 
time_of_next_event\n"); 

exit(1); 
3 

3 /* s_function */ 
/* 

/* x_function 
Take care of the x-message. 

*/ 
static x_function(m) 
int *m; 
C 

int *done_message; 
int e, devs_time_advance(); 

done_message=m; 
if((*(m+time) <= time_of_next_event) 

&& (*(m+time) >= time_of_last_event)) 
C 

e = time_of_next event - (*(m+time)); 
devs_ext_transitTon(e, m); 
time_of_last_event = *(m+time); 
time_of_next_event = time_of_last_event + 
devs_time_advance(); 
*(done_message+source) = sdevs; 
*(done_message+time) = time_of_next_event; 
*(done_message+port) = *d'; 
(void) simu_outputf(done_message); 
/* passive */ 

3 
else 

C 
printf("SIMUl: time of x_message not in proper 

bound\n"); 
exit(1); 
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3 
} /* x_function */ 
/* */ 

/* simu_outputf 
this is the output function of the simulator module, 
it sends the message to the receiver's mail box. 

*/ 
static simu_outputf(out_mess) 
int *out_mess; 
C 
static int loc_buf[4]; 

int i; 
/* send out_message to it's parent */ 
/* coord_in_port(out_mess); */ /* for RMX environment */ 
/* for m86 environment */ 
printf(" Output Message from si to coord. "); 
for(i=0; i<4; i++) 
C 

loc_buf[i]=*(out_mess+i); 
printf (11 %d loc_buf[ij); 

} 
printf("\n"); 
printf(" SI is sending %c message to COORD.\n 

*(out_mess + port)); 
buf_write( SEM_12A, SEM_12B, loc_buf, DAT_12); 
printf(" SI finish sending message to COORD.\n "); 

3 /* simu outputf */ 
/* */ 

/* simul_init 
Initiate some variables of the simulator module. 

*/ 
simul_init() /* change */ 
[ 

time_of_next_event = 0; 
time_of_last_event = 0; 
sdevs_init(); 

/* send a done message to coord, for initialization */ 

3 /* simul init */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 

/* devs.c 
DVES component of the simulator, it is implemented as 
an abstract data type. 

*/ 
/* */ 

/* #include "abst.h" */ 

/* */ 



typedef int State; 

static State s; 

/* */ 

/* DEVS MODULE 
internal variabl: State. 

operation on it : devs_int_transition 
devs_ext_transition 
devs_init 

query on it : 
devs_time_advance? 
devs_output? 

*/ 

/* 

/* devs_time_advance? 
Determine how much time will advance. 
Usually it is a function of the model's state. 

*/ 
static int devs_time_advance() 
£ 

int t = 0; 

t = t + 1 ; 

return(t); 
3 /* devs_time_advance */ 
/* 

/* devs_int_transition 
this is an operation function on the devs module, 
it changes the internal state of the devs module 
according to this function 

*/ 
static devs_int_transition() 
C 

s = s + 1; 

3 /* devs_int_transition */ 
/* 

/* devs_ext_transition 
this is an operation function on the devs module, 
it change the internal state of devs module according 
to the input message, internal state, elapsed time. 

*/ 
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static devs_ext_transition(e, con) 
int e; 
int *con; 
£ 

switch(e) 
£ 

case '0': s = s + 1; break; 
case '1*: s = s; break; 
default : s = s -1 ; break; 

) 
printf("DEVS1:ext_tran: value=%d, port=%c.\n", 

*(con+value), *(con+port)); 

3 /* devs_ext_transition */ 
/* 

/* devs_output 
This is a query function on the devs module 
it output the devs information. 

*/ 
static int devs_output() 
£ 

return(s); 
3 /* devs output */ 
/* 

/* sdevs_init 
This is an operation on devs, it initiaite the state, 
internal transition function, and what is necessary. 

*/ 
static sdevs_init() 
£ 

s = 0 ; 
3 /* sdevs_init */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 
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Appendix E - C Code for Coordinator 

coord.c 
Include all coordination functions and data structures 
to coordinate its subordinators (simulator 1 and 
simulator 2). 

* /  
*  / 

#include "abst.h" 
#define parent 0 
#define id 1 
#define sonl 11 
#define son2 12 
#define message_field 4 
int Message s[message field]; 

7 

/* id of its parent */ 

/* id of its child-simulator 1 */ 

/* 

/* Some definitions. 
*/ 
#define EOA -2 
#define EMPTY -1 
#define nofchild 2 
#define LARGEVAL 256 

/* total number of its children */ 
/* be careful the range */ 

external function, for RMX. 

*/ 
*/ 

/* 
/* 
* /  
/* extern simul_in_port(); 
/* extern simu2_in_port(); 
extern rocord_in_port(); 
/* for m86 environment 
*/ 
extern void buf_read(); /* read data from its mail box */ 
extern void buf_write(); 

/* write data to its target mail box */ 
— * / / *  

static int time_of_next_event, /* tn */ 
time of last event; /* tl */ 

/* */ 

/* varivable needs initialize. */ 
static int i_child, 

wait_list[MAXBUF], /* store the id of its 
imminent child */ 

index=0, /* index for wait_list */ 
tn_children[2][MAXBUF], /* store the tn of its 

children */ 
(*child_function[MAXBUF])(), /* store the address 

of its childrens' input function */ 
int tab[MAXBUF][MAXBUF], /* internal coupling 

table */ 
ext_in_tab[MAXBUF][MAXBUF], /* external input 

coupling table */ 



ext_out_tab[MAXBUF][MAXBUF];/* external output 
coupling table */ 

/* */ 
/* main 

Required for multiprocessor environment as an 
entry point 

*/ 
main() 
C 

static local_messl[4], *lmpl; 
int *init_message, ch, i; 

/* initialization */ 
printf(" This is COORDINATOR\n "); 
coord_init()? 
/* make initialization message */ 
init_message = Message_s; 
*(init_message+source)=id; 
*(init_message+time)=0; 
*(init_message+port)= 'd'; 
*(init_message+value) =0; 
/* init. coord.'s mail box semphore sem_12x */ 
*SEM_12A = *SEM_12B = 1; 
printf(" COORD send message to rocord.\n"); 
rocord_in_port(init_message); 
printf(" COORD finish sending message to rocord.\n"); 

do 
£ 

printf(" This is COORD, waiting input message from si 
or s2\n" ); 

buf_read (SEM_12A, SEM_12B, local_rnessl, DAT_12); 
lmpl = local_messl; 
printf(" COORDINATOR RECEIVE MESSAGE = ")? 
for(i=0; i<4; i++) 

£ 

if ( *(lmpl + i) == '$' ) 
goto endsimu; 

printf(" %d ", *(lmpl +i)); 
3 
printf("\n"); 
coord in port(lmpl); 
Jwhile(1); 

endsimu: 
printf("\n") ; 
printf(" This is the END of coord.\n "); 
printf("\007"); 

3 /* main */ 
/* * 
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/* coord_in_port 
Check and dispatchs input messages to corresponding 
functions 

* /  
coord_in_port(in_mess) 
int *in mess; 
C 

static int loc_buf[4]; 
int i; 

printf("coord:input port: 
%d\n" *(in_mess+source), 
*(in_mess+time)); 
switch(*(in_mess+port)) 
C 

from source %d, port %c, time 
*(in mess+port), 

case i * i : s function(in mess); break; 
case •x' : x_function(in_mess); break; 
case -y- : y function(in_mess); break; 
case •d' : done function(in mess); break; 
case : /* for testing */ 
for(i=0; i<4; i++) 

loc_buf[i] = *(in_mess + i) ; 
buf_write(SEM_11A, SEM_11B, loc_buf, DAT 
buf_write(SEM_21A, SEM_21B, loc_buf, DAT^ 
break; 
default : printf("COORD: INPUT MESSAGE 

ERROR"); 
exit(1); 

11) ; 
21) ; 

3 

3 /* coord in port */ 
/* 
/* s_function 

Realize the internal tansition function, *-function. 
*/ 
static s_function(m) 
int *m; 
C 

int *i message, i; 

i_message=m; 
if(*(m+time)==time_of_next_event) 
C 
time_of_last_event = *(m+time); 
*(i_message+source) = id; 
*(i_message+time) = *(m+time); 
*(i_message+port) = '*•; 

insert i_child into wait_list */ 
wait_list[index++] = i_child; 
wait_list[index] = EOA; 

for(i=0; wait list[i] != EOA ;i++) 
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printf("coord:wait_list[i]=%d, index=%d, i=%d, 
i_child=%d.\n", wait_list[i], index, i, i_child); 

/* send i_message to port * (i_child_processor) */ 
/* for RMX ENVIRONMENT */ 
/* (*child_function[i_child])(i_message); */ 

/* for m86 environment */ 
coord_output_function(i_chiId, i_message); 

) 
else 
£ 
/* error */ 
printf("COORD:time of *-message not equal to 
time_of_next_event"); 
exit(1); 

} 
3 /* s function */ 
/* */ 

/* y_function 
Pass the output value of its child to its parent 
and the influenced child according to the external 
output and internal coupling table respectively. 

*/ 
static y_function(m) 
int *m; 
C 

int *ext_message; 
int i_child_port, i, tindex, child; 

ext_message=m; 

/* i_child_port = (*m).content.port; */ 
i_child_port = *(m+source); 

/* there is a pair(i_child_port, parent_port) 
in the external output coupling from i_child to 
devs_comp */ 

if(ext_out_tab[i_child_port][0] != EOA) 
C 
*(ext_message+time) = *(m+time)? 
*(ext_message+source) = id; 
*(ext_message+port) = 'y'; /* parent_port */ 
*(ext_message+value) = *(m+value); 
/* send ext_message to port y (parent.processor) */ 
rocord_in_port(ext_message); 
} 
tindex = index; 

/* there is a pair (i_child_port, child_inport) 
in the internal coupling of devs_component from 
i_child to child 
insert child into the wait_list[index++]= child. */ 
for (i=0; (child=int tab[i child port][i])!= EOA; i++) 
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wait_list[index++] = child; 
wait_list[index] = EOA; 

/* for each child in wait_list */ 
for ( i=tindex ; wait_list[i] != EOA; i++) 
C 
*(ext_message+time) = *(m+time); 
*(ext_message+source) = id; 
*(ext_message+port) = 'x1; /* child_inport */ 
*(ext_message+value) = *(m+value); 
/* send *ext_message to port x (child_processor) */ 
/* for RMX */ 
/* (*child_function[wait_list[i]])(ext_message); */ 
/* for M86 */ 
coord_output_function(wait_list[i], ext_message); 
3 /* for */ 

3 /* y function */ 
/* */ 

/* done_function 
Collect all its childreds' tn, selects the 
smallest one as the tn, and updates the imminent child. 

*/ 
static done_function(m) 
int *m; 
C 
static int j=0; 
int i, child, imindex; 
int *done_message; 

done_message=m; 
child = *(m+source); 
for(i=0; wait_list[i] != EOA; i++) 
C 

if (wait_list[i]==child) 
wait_list[i]=0; 

3 
for(i=0; i<MAXBUF; i++) 
C 

if(tn children[1][i]==child) 
C j=T; 

tn_children[0][i] = *(m+time); 
goto breakl; 

3 
3 

printf("COORD:DONE function:wrong input from 
imminent chTld\n"); 

breakl: printf("coord:done_function: j = %d, time = %d, 
child = %d\n", j, tn_children[0][j], 
tn_children[1][j]); 

for (i=0; wait list[i] == 0; i++); 
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if(wait_list[i]==EOA) 
C 

index=0; 
imindex=IMMINENT(); 
i_child = tn_children[1][imindex]; 
time_of_next_event = tn_children[0][imindex]; 

printf("coord:done_function:i_child=%d,imindex=%d,timeofnext 
event=%d\n"/ i_chiId,imindex,time_of_next_event); 

*(done_message+source) = id; 
*(done_message+time) = time_of_next_event; 
*(done_message+port) = 'd'; 
rocord_in_port(done_message); 

} 
3 /* done function */ 
/* */ 

/* x_function 
Check the extenal input message (x-message) and 
sends the message to its children accroding to its 
extenal input table. 

*/ 
static x_function(m) 
int *m; 
C 

int *ext_message; 
int i, child, parent_port; 

ext_message=m; 
if ( time_of_last_event <= *(m+time) && *(m+time) <= 

time_of_next_event ) 
C 

time_of_last_event = *(m+time); 
parent_port = *(m+source); 
/* for each child in children set 

there is (parent_port, child_port) 
in the external input coupling from devs_component 
to child then insert child in wait_list 

*/ 
index=0; 

for(i = 0; (child = ext_in_tab[parent_port] [i] ) != 0; 
i + + ) 

wait_list[index++] = child; 
wait_list[index] = EOA; 

/* for each child in wait list */ 
for( i=0; wait_list[i] != EOA; i++) 
C 

* (ext_message+tinie) = * (m+time); 
*(ext_message+source) = id; 
*(ext_message+port) = 'x'; /* child_port */ 
*(ext message+value) = *(m+value); 
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/* send ext_message to port x (child.processor) */ 
/* for RMX environment */ 

/* (*child_function[wait_list[i]])(ext_message); */ 
/* for m86 environment */ 
coord_output_function(wait_list[i], ext_message); 
] /* for */ 

3 
else 
C 

/* error */ 
printf("COORD: x_function not in the proper 

boundary."); 
exit(1); 
3 

3 /* x_function */ 

/* */ 
/* */ 

/* IMMINENT 
Select the minimum tn from the tn children list and 
return the id of the selected chiTd. 

*/ 
static int IMMINENT() 
C 

int i, imindex; 
long int smallval; 

for (imindex=i=0, smallval=LARGEVAL; i<MAXBUF ; i++) 
[ 

if (smallval > tn_children[0] [i] ) 
C 

/* keep the first met. */ 
smallval = tn_children[0][i]; 
imindex = i; 

3 

3 
return (imindex); 

3 /* IMMINENT */ 
/* */ 
/* coord output_function 

SenH1 the output messages to the target mail box for 
synchronization. 

*/ 
static coord_output_function(index, messp) 
int index; 
int *messp; 
t 

static int local buf[4]; 



int i; 

printf(" COORD sending message to s%d = ", index); 
for(i=0; i<4; i++) 
C 
local_buf[i] = *(messp+i); 
printf(" %d local_buf[i]); 

} 
printf("\n"); 

switch(index) 
C 

case sonl: buf_write(SEM_11A, SEM_11B, local_buf, 
DAT_11); break; 

case son2: buf_write(SEM_21A, SEM_21B, local_buf, 
DAT_21); break; 

default : printf(" COORD_OUTPUT_FUNCTION : ERROR 
CHILD INDEX\n"); 

3 
printf(" COORD finish sending message to s%d .\n", index) 

3 /* coord output_function */ 
/* */ 
/* */ 

/* coord_init 
Initialize local variables and tables. 

*/ 
coord_init() 
C 
cdevs_init(); 

3 /* coord_init */ 
/* */ 

/* cdevs_init 
Initialize the following tables and local variables: 
1. i_child. 
2. wait_list[]. 
3. tn_children[][]. 
4. int_tab[] [ ] . 
5. ext_in_tab[][]. 
6. ext_out_tab[] [ ] . 
7. (*child_function [])() 

* /  
static cdevs_init() 
C 

int i, (*fp)(); 

time_of_next_event = 0; 
time of_last_event = 0; 
for(1=0; i < MAXBUF; i++) 
C 

wait list[i] = 0; 
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tn_children[0][i] = LARGEVAL; 
tn_children[1] [i] = 0; 
child_function[i] = 0; 

3 
i_child = sonl; 

/* initialize initial time of child */ 
tn_children[0][sonl]=0; 
tn_children[0][son2J=0; 

/* initialize the id of child in matrix */ 
tn_children[1][sonl]=sonl; 
tn_children[1] [son2]=son2; 

/* FOR RMX ENVIRONMENT */ 
/* 

fp=simul_in_port; 
child_function[sonl] = fp; 
fp=simu2_in_port; 
child_function[son2] = fp; 

*/ 

/* influence tab. */ 
int_tab[sonl][0]=EOA; 
int_tab[sonl][l]=EOA; 
int_tab[son2][0]=sonl; 
int_tab[son2][l]=EOA; 

/* external input tab. */ 
ext_in_tab[sonl] [0]=EOA; 
ext_in_tab[son2][0]=EOA; 

/* external output tab. */ 
ext_out_tab[sonl][0]=parent; 
ext_out_tab[sonl][l]=EOA; 
ext_out_tab[son2][0]=parent; 
ext_out_tab[son2][1]=EOA; 

3 /* cdevs init */ 
/* 
/* 

*/ 
*/ 
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Appendix F - C Code for Root-coordinator 

/* rocord.c 
Include all routines for the root-coordinator component 
in the hierarchical abstract simulator. 

*/ 
/* */ 

#include "abst.h" 
/* for iRMX environment */ 
/* #define MESSAGE_FIELD 4 */ 
/* int Message_s[MESSAGE_FIELD]; */ 
/* */ 
#define son c_comp /* the id of its son */ 
#define id rocord /* the id of its own */ 
#define INFINITY 26 /* simulation period specified by user 

*/ 
/* */ 

/* the following section is for rmx */ 
/* above section is for rmx */ 
/* */ 

/* rocord_in_port 
Read the message in the mail box and process it. 
if it is a done message then ask user to proceed the 
simulatrion or not. 
if it is a y-message then display its content. 

*/ 
rocord__in_port (in_mess) 
int *in_mess; 
C 

int *s_message, *t_message; 
int clock, i, ch; 

s_message = in_mess; 
switch(*(in_mess+port)) 
C 
case 

/* hold(presentation_time) */ 
for(i = 0; i < 3000; i++); 
if (*(in_mess+time) < INFINITY ) 
C 
clock = * (in__mess + time) ; 
* (s_message+"time) = clock; 
*(s_message+source) = id; 
*(s_message+port) = 
/* send s_message to s_child */ 
printf("PLEASE ENTER c TO CONTINUE\n"); 
printf("PLEASE ENTER q to QUIT\n"); 
while(1){ 
switch(ch=getc(stdin))[ 

case 'c'igoto wlope; 
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case 'q': 
goto tmess; 

default : 
printf("PLEASE ENTER c TO CONTINUE\n"); 
printf("PLEASE ENTER q TO QUIT\n"); 

3 /* switch */ 
3 /* while */ 

wlope: 
printf(" ROCORD sending information to 

coord.\n "); 
coord_in_port(s_message); 

3 /* if */ 
else /* make a terminate message */ 
£ 

tmess: t_message = in_mess; 
clock = *(in__mess + time); 
*(t_message+time) = clock; 
*(t_message+source) = id; 
*(t_message+port) = 
*(t_message+value) = '$'; 

/* terminating char.*/ 
printf(" ROCORD sending terminating 

information to coord.\n "); 
coord_in_port(t_message); 

3 /* else */ 
break; 

case 'y' : 
/* display (*input_message).content */ 
printf("ROCORD: y port, output value %d\n", 

*(in_mess+value)); 
printf("ROCORD: simulation time at %d\n", 

*(in_mess+time)); 
printf("ROCORD: from source %d\n", 

* (in_mess+source)); 
printf("ROCORD: 

\ n " ) ;  

break; 
default : /* error */ 

printf("ROCORD: error input message from lower 
level\n"); 

3 /* switch */ 
3 /* rocord_in_port */ 

/* */ 
/* */ 



Appendix G - Mail Box and Semaphore Definition File 

/* mpdevs.h */ 

/* Semaphore addresses. 
*/ 

#define SEM__0A (char *)OxeOOOOOOOL /* for test program 
tdefine SEM_0B (char *)OxeOOOOOOlL 
#define DAT_0 (char *)0xe0000002L 

/* for iSBC286/10 #0 */ 
#define SEM_12A (char *)OxeOOOOOODL 
tdefine SEM_12B (char *)OxeOOOOOOEL 
#define DAT_12 (char *)OxeOOOOOOFL /* mail box 1 */ 

/* for iSBC286/10 #1 */ 
#define SEM_11A (char *)0xe0000003L 
#define SEM_11B (char *)0xe0000004L 
tdefine DAT_11 (char *)0xe0000005L /* mail box 2 */ 

/* for iSBC286/10 #2 */ 
#define SEM_21A (char *)Oxe0000017L 
#define SEM_21B (char *)0xe0000018L 
tdefine DAT 21 (char *)0xe0000019L /* mail box 3 */. 
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